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Background and objectives
On 28 September, LOTI and the Helix Centre (part of Imperial College London) held a
discovery workshop which sought to understand borough objectives and priorities in
relation to dementia support and to explore potential solutions. Full details of what
was discussed in the workshop and the raw notes can be viewed here.

Objectives
The objectives of the workshop were to:

● Introduce participants to the project;
● Share insights and examples;
● Get initial ideas and opportunities for co-designing three pilot projects.

Participants
The workshop was attended by colleagues from a number of London boroughs, VCS
organisations and health partners.

Context and introduction
The workshop started with a short introduction to the project and the Digital
Inclusion Innovation Programme (DIIP). More details about DIIP can be found in this
slide deck and on the LOTI website.

Sharing initial thoughts
Participants were first invited to share any initial thoughts or key messages for the
project team to consider. The main points raised were:

● Not all support has to be in human form, tech can help with routine which can
make the carers’ interaction more meaningful;

● Once support interventions have been agreed/established, how will these be
signposted to dementia carers?

● Unclear if the objective is around technology that enhances the lives of those
with dementia and therefore supports those in a caring role?

This feedback is welcome and it’s useful to see that it validates the need for a
co-designed approach, something we’ll be doing throughout.

Introduction to the project and Community Makers
The Helix Team shared details about the project, including the Community Makers
initiative it builds upon.
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1UULn5asHe-Gt0EwNv-sf9CNdW0ixdsCDU_FFekG1Hwc/edit#slide=id.gedf83c0fa3_0_401
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ao3EiO8tMP1oOO4R0brxmVkrO5D5XYm_6zXPnpGI858/edit#slide=id.gca425e336e_0_266
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ao3EiO8tMP1oOO4R0brxmVkrO5D5XYm_6zXPnpGI858/edit#slide=id.gca425e336e_0_266
https://loti.london/projects/diip/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dSL7OFVxywY5HIpPnrv7spVzCdR4adyaRKI5rBOHPic/edit#slide=id.gac2085b23c_0_0
https://communitymakers.co/contact/


Group exercises
Participants were then invited to discuss the following questions in small groups:

1. What have you done in this area before?
2. What are the biggest challenges of working in this area?
3. What are the economic or commercial factors?
4. Which approaches are most exciting?
5. What do you want to see piloted or tested in the project?
6. Who could we involve in making that work?

Below is a summary of the main points raised for each of the above questions.

1. What have you done in this area before?
● Some participants had not worked on dementia-specific initiatives, but had

delivered Digital Inclusion projects which could be scaled out to support
people living with dementia and their carers.

● The participants that had trialled pilot schemes achieved varying results:
○ In one example, individuals with dementia were given iPads to allow

them to access virtual versions of previous community support
initiatives. It was found that the individuals with in-house carers
(normally family members) who could provide tech support had greater
success than those who lived alone. Volunteer ‘digital buddies’ were
then trialled to support these individuals, however this was not fully
successful as the individuals did not feel as comfortable with their
‘buddies’ as their counterparts did with their in-house support.

○ Participants who had been involved in multiple initiatives found that
traction was slow. Deploying the technology was not the issue, but
adapting to the culture change from using them proved challenging.

2. What are the biggest challenges of working in this area?
● Funding.
● Measuring impact - many of the benefits are intangible.
● Ensuring an already vulnerable group is not further disadvantaged by costly

innovations.
● Moving from a pilot to a sustainable service.
● Deciding which products to trial.
● Reaching people who do not have local family or support.
● Lack of devices, connectivity, and user confidence and capability.
● It should be acknowledged that technology isn’t a ‘fix-all’, people take time to

adapt to new technologies. Technology could be more adaptable for the users.

3. What are the economic or commercial factors?
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● Opportunities
○ Local authorities are prioritising tackling loneliness and isolation to

prevent later mental health issues. They are also trying to prevent
individuals from needing long term support services.

○ Digital inclusion and isolation projects can be merged.
○ Boroughs could lead on the use of new technologies.
○ Innovative initiatives could save service providers money and reduce

the risks of not having sufficient carers in the coming years.
○ There are many organisations looking to resolve the same issues, there

is the opportunity to connect with these organisations to reduce
duplication and resource the gaps.

○ Virtual Reality technology could allow individuals to access external
opportunities from their own home, which would reduce costs and
risks.

○ Build community resilience allowing organisations and individuals to
cope with future social changes e.g. further lockdowns.

● Barriers
○ Funding - the funders of services expect a high-reach. However, in the

case of dementia, more intense and long-term support is required for
lower numbers of people. Consistent funding is also a challenge and so
pilot projects are not being sustained.

○ Self-funded care isn’t always affordable.
○ Many outcomes are not easily measurable.
○ Lack of resources.
○ Stakeholder buy-in.
○ Poor evaluation and push from private companies means that the

‘flashiest’ technology overshadows what technology best suits the
people using it.

4. Which approaches are most exciting?
Participants reviewed 8 approaches and voted on which they found most exciting.

1. Innovative approaches to supplying and managing devices
2. Testing and evaluating  purpose made accessible devices.
2. Supporting  community groups to hold virtual  / hybrid sessions
2. Funding and training community organisations with a person centred
approach  to get people digitally connected
3. A pan-London virtual community centre
3. Measuring / Monitoring isolation in vulnerable people with technology
4. Supporting interest groups (e.g. faith, music, food, sport) to create touring
virtual engagements for older groups.
4. Piloting virtual  support groups for carers
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5. What do you want to see piloted or tested in the project?
● Virtual initiatives such as virtual day centres and travel experiences.
● Training for volunteers and borough/service provider officers, to become

‘digital buddies’ for individuals living with dementia.
● Pan-London community centres and volunteer training.
● Technology:

○ Automated checking
○ Predictive sensors
○ Virtual Reality
○ Mainstream products, not just specialist products
○ Communication platforms which require no digital skills
○ Technology which works both inside and outside the home (currently

these are often two separate pieces of equipment)
Participants were keen to stress that technology should work for the person
and not just for the supplier.

6. Who could we involve in making that work?
● Age UK (local and national)
● Online centres
● Digital skill voluntary partner groups
● Abilitynet - My Computer My Way
● Community groups
● Westminster City Council tech groups
● Third sector Digital Inclusion programmes

Next steps
The team will identify three themes and develop proposals to prototype and test
ideas with community organisations. We will reach out in the next few weeks to the
community to share these themes and identify organisations to work with. Within
the three themes, we will hold focussed workshops to define the prototypes and get
the input of community organisers and people living with dementia.

Lightning Poll
Now that you have had some time to digest the nature of the project, we would be
grateful if you could complete this 3 minute lightning poll to help us choose the right
opportunities for this project.

https://forms.gle/FmUjEpQUDgzHUeSK6
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